Where the Periodic Table of Elements Ends? Additional Explanations

ALBERT KHAZAN, IMET — Already 40 years ago, physicists claimed that the elements with number higher than 110 cannot exist. However at this day, Period 7 has been complete. Experiementalists syntesed 10 new superheavy elements during only the last because. The method of synthesis is so finely developed that the experimentalists of Dubna tell about element No.150 as the higher limit of the Table of Elements (they do not provide a ground to the calculation). In contrast, our calculation are based neither on calculation of the stability of the electronic shells of the atoms, nor synthesis of the superheavy elements. Our caculation is based on study of the chemical processes, which give a new law of the Periodic Table (Albert Khazan. Upper Limit in Mendeleev’s Periodic Table—Element No. 155. Svenska fysikarkivet, Stockholm, 2009). The core of the delusion of numerous scientists was that they, in their calculations based on Quantum Mechanics, initially set up the number of the elements (number of the protons) then calculated the atomic mass proceeding from the data. According to our theory, the atomic mass of the last element (411.66) should be calculated first, only then its number (155)!
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